Notes:

• Ingress traffic plan enacted 3 hours prior to kick-off except for the NC Central game (4 hours prior) and Miami game (TBA).

• General Public parking for persons with disabilities is located in Blue Zone B-2, B-4 Lots. Accessible drop-off for persons with disabilities is available in the Blue Zone just outside the Wilson Gate (East Concourse).

• Due to pre-game events, Towerview Road will be closed from the Card Gym Lot entrance to the traffic circle at Wannamaker Drive.

• Due to pre-game events, Frank Bassett Drive will be closed to all vehicle traffic. Entry to the Grounds Lot from NC 751/Cameron Blvd only.

• All game day entry to Science Drive Garage is from the main entrance on NC 751/Cameron Blvd only.

• LaSalle Street & Wannamaker Drive will be one-way traffic on ingress (2 lanes entering campus). All other roadways will be two-way traffic on ingress (one way in, one way out).

• Tailgating is not permitted inside parking garages (including the roof). Tailgating is permitted in surface lots only.

RECOMMENDED INGRESS ROUTES

Iron Duke Recommended Ingress Routes
Iron Duke Parking Permit Checkpoints
General Public Recommended Ingress Routes

IRON DUKE PERMIT lots

Science Drive Garage (Levels 2 & 3)
Science Drive Visitors
Whitford

PUBLIC POLICY CARD

B-FB D U

GAME DAY STAFF LOTS

Science Drive Garage (Levels 4-7)
Du Road Lots

GENERAL PUBLIC LOTS

General Public Parking for Guests with Disabilities
General Public Park & Walk Lots
General Public Courtesy Shuttle Lots
General Public Courtesy Shuttle Bus Stops

IMPORTANT LOCATIONS

Bus Drop-Off Location: All buses may drop-off their guests at this location. Buses must then park in the DU Road 2 Lot during the game. Buses wishing to pick-up guests at drop-off point must stage in this same location no later than the beginning of the 4th quarter.

Guests with Disabilities Drop-off/Pick-up Location
Rideshare/Taxi Drop-off/Pick-up Point

2017 DUKE FOOTBALL PARKING & PRE-GAME TRAFFIC MAP

Estimated Walk Times from Lots:
Duke University Chapel - 5 minutes
Chemistry Lot - 8 minutes
DU Road Lots - 9 minutes
Small Circuit Lot - 12 minutes
Large Circuit Lot - 14 minutes
GC & H Lots - 15 minutes
Campus & Anderson Lot - 17 minutes
RDG - 19 minutes